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Free Access to Law in S. Korea
 Here and there legal information is available at e-Gov sites.
- Laws and Decrees, Regulations
- Supreme Court Decisions
- Treaties and Conventions

 Some Questions:
 Why are foreigners complaining where they could find such Korean
legal information in English?
 Then how to accumulate the legal information in English in a short
period of time?
 How to ensure the accuracy, sufficiency and up-to-date nature of such
legal information?
 Is it possible to expand the scope of Korean legal market by means of a
Korean LII?
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Legal Information Searching
Tool in Korea (1)
 At first, some judges used individually-developed

search programs while compiling court cases using
PCs.
- The initial case law DB and case summaries were

inconvenient and slow to use.

 In the mid-1990s, the Court Library improved the case

law DB and search engine taking advantage of the
Government project to build up National Information
System.
- Supreme Court case law DB could be easily accessed via
the Internet free of charge.
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Legal Information Searching
Tool in Korea (2)
 Free Access to Case Law DBs in Korea was materialized by:
 Pure motives of the first generation judges to develop useful DB;
 User-oriented search programs like dBase Plus and FoxPro;
 Dedicated efforts of numerous people involved in DB build-up

projects; and
 Convenient tools like hyperlink, easy upgrading and quick
review of old and new statutes provided by MOLEG.
→ The LX DB contains richer contents and better organized

data than any other law DB.
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Copyright Issue
 Legal and case law information belonging to the public

domain is conducive to the extension of legal information
contents.
 Upon the approval or consent of authors, law books and

theses could be included in LX DB.
 Despite the sophisticated legal DBs in Korea, it is

regrettable that foreigners can hardly access English
version of law journals or legal theses on Korean legal
system.
→

That’s why the English contents of the government offices’
and corporations’ websites are poor.
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Searching Legal Information
Some legal information in English is commingled with original Korean texts.
eg. Information on Treaties is hidden at the MoFAT website.
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“Single Window” Concept
Example:
 e-Government <http://www.korea.go.kr>

 e-Civic Service <http://www.egov.go.kr>
 National Marketplace <http://www.g2b.go.kr>
 e-Trade System <https://utradehub.or.kr>
 Korean History On-line

<http://www.koreanhistory.or.kr>
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Korean Legal Information
Institute (LII)
 Three essential elements:

- Not the source of primary legal resources but
an entity for public interest
- Value-added information to the existing DB

- Supporting worldwide “Free Access to Law
Movement”
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One of Solutions
 Wikipedia-like portal site based upon collective

intelligence
→ It is directed to custom-made information on every sector
of Korean legal system.

eg. Constitution of the Republic of Korea
→ Ordinary DB shows only the provisions of the
Constitution, or abstracts of legislation.
→ Wiki-type portal shows a big picture including the key
concepts like fundamental rights, rule of law, checks and
balance of powers, contemporary issues, their political and
social background and history, etc.
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Encouraging Grass-roots
Voluntarism
 Building up legal information DB in English in a short

period of time calls for voluntarism of experts and
cooperation among related institutions by mobilizing
collective intelligence.
- It is necessary to provide volunteers with tangible or
intangible incentives.
- One option is to encourage law students to participate in
and maintain a Korean LII on a continual basis.
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My Suggestion to KHU Law School
What if Kyung Hee Law School includes “Free Access to Law
Movement” in its curriculam? → SWOT Analysis (1)
 Strengths
- KHU Law School is specialized in “Global Business Law.”
- Law students have opportunities to get ample experience regarding
corporate legal affairs, business law and legal clinic cases.

 Weaknesses

- In the start-up, a lot of resources including web designers and DB
specialists, and operation costs should be supported by the University
HQ.
- Human resources including professors supervising the Wikipediastyle contents and English translation thereof are in great need.
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My Suggestion to KHU Law School
What if Kyung Hee Law School includes “Free Access to Law
Movement” in its curriculam? → SWOT Analysis (2)
 Opportunities
- There are good precedents like Cornell Law, UNSW Faculty of Law,
Univ. of Montreal, Hong Kong Univ., etc.
- Financial support from KOTRA, KOICA may be expected.
* KOICA and other government agencies have provided legal technical
aid services to developing countries.

 Threats

- Probability of copyright issues
- Reluctance on part of law students because of the Korean Bar exam.
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Free Access to Law Movement in S. Korea
 Recently, there are hot talks about legal information

institute or networks by Korea Legislation Research
Institute, Korean Bar Assn. and National Assembly Library.

 Korean Government makes efforts to provide legal

technical assistance to developing countries and transition
economies as a member of OECD Development Assistance
Committee.

→ MOJ, Supreme Court, Constitutional Court, KLRI, etc. invited foreign
lawyers to attend education programs on Korean legal system.

 A Korean law portal site based on Web 2.0 platform

may perform the control tower of legal technical aid
programs in a more comprehensive and systematic fashion.
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Co-Shared Recognition of Korean LII Cause
 As the Bible was translated into plain English or German in

the Reformation Age, free access to law belongs to the
fundamental right of democratic citizens.
- The more legal information translated into English is
available on the Internet, the more efficient and cost saving
the transactions of foreign traders and investors will be.
 What more and more developing countries are interested in

the Korean legislation for the accelerated industrialization
brings about the enlargement of Korean law market.
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Eg. What foreigners are interested in:
 What is necessary in the future is to translate into English

the following information, which foreigners are interested
in:
- How Korea has achieved industrialization and
democratization in the past four decades;
- By which method sophisticated ICTs are developed
efficiently;
- How effectively the legal infrastructure have been
established to support the above industrialization and
informatization.
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Conclusion (1)
 In terms of cost-benefit analysis, it was successful to

accumulate online legal DBs.
- Free access to law movement brings Korea to a state based
upon rule of law principle.

 Foreign lawyers and trading partners claim for more legal

information in English.
- Owing to asymmetry of information in supply and demand of
legal information, a Korean LII on the Internet is in great need.

 Individual legal technical aid projects for LDCs need to be

carried out by the Korean LII - the most efficient method
to provide legal information in the digital age.
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Conclusion (2)
 Experts should make efforts to perceive and address the global

market demand for Korean statutory systems, and present to
foreigners in English the secret of how Koreans are able to
achieve the development of legal information system and
transformation into a global IT power.
 Bearing in mind that success of online legal databases depends

on the following three factors:
 First, grass-roots collective intelligence with proper vision and

leadership;
 Second, human networks equipped with necessary financial and
technical assistance; and
 Third, highly motivated great cause and reliable and productive
feedback.
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